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REMOTE CONTROL
VEHICLE SECURITY SYSTEM
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
The individual delivering the vehicle should review the operation o( the vehicle security
system, including the location ol/he valet sWllch, disarm button and any additional
accessories with the customer. Please give the owners manual to the customer.

IMPORTANT II'JSTALLATION NOTICES
This system requires following a special power-up and
programming procedure before the system will operate
properly. Complete the power-up and programming steps,
beginning on page 13, prior to attempting operation of this
system.
Soldering and solderless crimp connectors are the best methods for making wire to
wire conneclions when Inslalling this vehicle security system. "Self·tapping" type
connectors are. not recommended for making wire to wire connections when installing
this system.
.
Using "LIGHT BULB" type test lights may cause damage to some vehicle electrical
systems. tt is HIGI:lLY RECOMMENDED that you use a VOLTMETER or DIGITAL
LOGIC PROBE when testing vehIcle electrical circuits. An improper connection can
cause serious damage to the vehIcle andlor security system components.
This system is designed for prolessionallnstallation, there are no user
serviceable components. Do not attempt to open the module case, doing so
will void all warranties. If service is required return the product to an
authorized dealer.
This daviee complies with FCC rules part 15. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful Interference and (2) this device must accept any interference
that may cause undesired operation.
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by thE! party responSible for compliance CQuid void
the use~s authority to operate the equipment.

MFG#Y·1
INS0650
Rev. A
2195
This product Is protected by U.S. palent number 5,049,867
© Code Alarm, Inc. 1994 Ali rights reserved.
Printed In the USA
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NOTE
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All outputs exceptfor the siren
and parking lights are negative
polarity with a maxfmum rating
of 400mA. The parking light
output is positive polarity with a
maximum rating of 10A. The
si ren output is negative polarity
with a maximum rating of 2A
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STEP 1: INTERIOR PREPARATION
Remove interior panels and moldings as needed to access the underdash and ignition
switch wiring.

STEP 2: MODULE PREPARATION
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Review the system layout and plan the
system wire harness routing and
connection points.
Plug all wiring harnesses and sensor(s}
onto the module.
Remove all fuses from the wiring

D

harnesses and set aside.
Using small tie wraps, bundle the wiring
Tie wrap
harnesses neaUy together as shown in
diagram 2. Leave the tie wrap(s) closest to
Diagram 2
the module loose at this time, you may
want to run additional wires though them
during the installation.
About 6" away from the module, begin branching the harness off inlo smaller groups
bundling those wires together that will run 10 the same areas underdash.
Find a module mounting location underdash that will be as difficult as possible for a
potential thief to tind.
Temporarily mount the control module underdash and begin routing the wire hamess.

STEP 3: SIREN MOUNTING & CONNECTION
1.

Locate a suitable mounting location In the engine compartment for the siren. When·
evaluating possible mounting locations, make sure that the potential mounting
location will be:
~
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2.

away from hoi or moving engine
components such as exhaust
manifolds or steering linkages.
away from moving body parts
such as flip up head/amps.
mounted to a metal body panel.
where the siren -bellu will be
pointed downward.
where water splash is minimal.

Mount the siren using three (3)
1/4" sheet metal screws.
..
It is a good idea to apply a small
amount of rust inhibiting paint 10
the siren mounting screws to
prevent corrosion.

Diagram 3.1

3
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STEP 3: SIREN MOUNTING & CONNECTION (CON'T)
3.

Route the siren wires along existing vehicle wiring hames.ses to the bulkhead panel.
Bundle the siren wires In black tape or convoluted tubing to blend In with o1her vehicle
wiring hamesses for a ·factory~ appearance.
Raule Ihe siren wires Ihraugh an e~isling firewall grommet, forming a drip loop as
shown in diagram 3.1, 10 prevent waler from running inside the vehicle through the
wire opening.
~

4.

,...

5.

6.

7.
8.

On some vehicles, it may be necessary to drill a hole through the fi-rewaU to route the
siren wires. In those cases, use extreme ,caution not to drill into any vehicle
components.

Use a small amount of silicone sealant to
completely seal the wire opening.
Inside the vehicle, route the siren wires to

the module mounting location.
Connect Ihe BLACK siren wire to the
ORANGE module wire (dia. 3.2).
Connect the RED siren wire to a fused
constant +12 vo~ source (dia. 3.2).

~a~

from simn

D

Diagram 3.2

STEP 4: STARTER INTERRUPT

2.
3.

4.

!n the ignition switch wiring harness, find
the "start' wire. The start wire will show
+12 volts only when the ignition key is in
the starting position.
AI an accessible IDeation, cut the vehicle
start wire in haH.
Allempt starting the engine to verify that·
the correct wire has been cut.
,...
If the vehicle still starts it may have a
second ~start" wire.
Connect the module WHITE/RED wire to
the KEY side of the vehicle start wire (dia. 4.1).

Diagram 4.1

~

The KEY side of the start wire will s1111 show +12 volts when the key Is turned to the
start position.
5. Connect the module WHITE wire to the STARTER Side of the vehicle start wire
(dia 4.1).
Vehicles with two start wires:

Some vehicles have two (2) "start" wires. If so
they will originate from the same terminal on
the ignition switch. Refer to the wire color and
location chart if you are unsure if the vetile/e
you are working on has 2 start wires.
>- On vehicres that have 2 start wires, cut and
interrupt both wires as shown in diagram
4.2.

Diagram 4.2
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STEP 5: POWER AND GROUND CONNECTIONS
1.

Connect Ihe module RED wire 10 a
vehicle constant power wire.
~

2.

The target vehicle wire must be
capable of suppling at least 15 amps.
Do not Ue the module RED wire into
the vehicle courtesy light circuit
Connecllhe module BLUE wire 10 a

vehicle switched power wire.
The target vehicle wire must be
energized when thEi ignition key is In
the ~RUW and ~CRANK" positions.
Connecllhe module BLACK wire 10 a

)0-

3.

, ."

:P/,,-==-,

solid chassis ground.
,..

o

For \he best possible ground connection, find a metal body panel and clean off any
paint and corrosion. Next, crimp a ring terminal to the BLACK wire and secure the ring
lerminallo the melal body panel using a zinc coated sheet metal screw. Cover the
ground point with a small amount of rust inhlbiting paint or nonconductive grease 10
prevent corrosion.

STEP 6: SHOCK SENSOR (OPTIONAL ON SOME SYSTEMS)
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Select a mounting locallon lor Ihe shock
sensor. The ignition switch wiring harness,
sleering column or a melal dash bracket
are good choices. Choose a location Ihal
will alloW access 10 Ihe adjuslmenl knob
after the sensor is mounted.
Slick Ihe supplied piece of Iwo-sided lape
10 Ihe bottom of the shock sensor case (dla
6.1). The Iwo-sided tape will keep Ihe
sensor from sliding on the wire harness or
mounting surface that the shock sensor is
mounted to.
Using one of the supplied long Ue wraps,
secure the shock sensor 10 the selected
mounting surtace as shown (dia 6.2).
The shock sensor sensitivity setting will be
adjusted during Ihe system lesl procedures.
If not done already, plug the shock sensor
onto the module 4 pin header.

Shock sensor case viewed
from bottom side with tape
square in place
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Diagram 6.2

On systems that use a n3-wire" shock sensor,
plug the shock sensor 3-way connector onlo
Ihe 4-pin header so thatlhe pin next to the
module GREEN/BLACK wire is exposed.
5

STEP 7: DOOR TRIGGER INPUT
Negative courtesy light circuil.
1. locate an underdash courtesy light
or door jamb swnch. Identify the wire
that shows ground when any door is
open.
2. Connect the module 20 gauge
YELLOW wire to the negative door
trigger wire as shown in diagram
7.1.
3. Tape ofllhe module 20 gauge
WHITE wire.
Positive courtesy light circuit (most
FORO vehicles)

1.

2.

,
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Diagram 7.1

Locate an underdash courtesy light
or door jamb switch. Identify the wire
that shows +12 volts when any door
is open.
Conneci the module 20 gauge
WHITE wire to the positive door
trigger wire as shown in diagram

7.2.
3.

Tape off the modUle 20 gauge
YELLOW wire.
Diagram 7.2

STEP 8: ILLUMINATED ENTRY
Skip this slep is if using the armed output oplion (Step 9, page 7) on Ihis installalion.
Negative courtesy light circuit
Wire an external relay as shown in diagram 7.1.
1. Conneci terminal #85 to lhe rilotlula PURPLE wire.
2. Connect terminal #86 to a fused constant +12 volt source.
3. Connect terminal #30 to chassis ground.
4. Connect terminal #87 to the vehicle's negative door trigger Circuit as'shown in
diagram 7.1.
Positive courtesy light circuit (most FORD vehicles)

Wire .an exter~al relay as shown in dlaQ~am 7.2.
1. Connect terminal #85 to the module PURPLE wire.
2. Connect both terminals #86 and #30 to a fused constant +12 volt source.
3. Connect terminal #87 to the vehicle's positive door trigger circuit as shown.
6
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STEP 9: ARMED OUTPUT
If the #luminated entry option is installed, the armed output option is unavailable.
The armed output supplies a constant ground state output when the system is fully armed.
The output !>ecomes active after Ihe second arming Chirp. The armed ground output can
be used to drive an additional interrupt circuit, sensor or device that requires an armed
ground output. Do nol connect a relay to this oUlput Ihat is energized while the system is
armed.
1.

2.

Connect the module PURPLE wire to an
accessory or sensor requIring an armed
ground OUlpUt.
During the programming steps, enable the
armed output option (option #6). The
systems faclory programming for Ihis
option is set to dome light functionalfiy.

-

PURPlE
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To extern;'!1 device
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STEP 10: PIN SWITCHES/ADDITIONAL SENSORS (OPTIONAL)
""

~

On vehicles that have a rear hatch with a separate
dome light circuit trigger, connect the· negative
trigger from the rear hatch to the module GREEN
wire.
Connect hood andlor trunk pin switches to the
module GREEN wire.

Additional sensors

EXISTING SHOCK
SENSOR CONNECTOR

BROWN

When connecting additional sensors to the system,
connect the trigger output from the additional Sensor to
the BROWN wire on the shock sensor as shown.

j

FROM SENSORS
TRIGGER OUTPUT

7
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STEP 11: DOOR LOCKS
Make the conneciions that correspond to the door lock system. in the vehicle that you are
working on. Refer to the wire color and localion chart for vehicle wire colors, localion and
system type.
Type #1 system (positive wlre/ay in vehle/e) - this page.
Type #2 system ~ (pDsitive wlo relay In vehicre) - page 9.
Type #3 system - (negative wi relay in vehicle) - this page.

Type 111 system (Positive w/re\ay in vehicle - 3 wire switch)
Wire 2 external relays as shown in diagram 11.1
Connect the module GREENIBLACK
wire to terminal #85 on relay A.
2. Comect the module BLUE/BLACK
wire to terminal #85 on relay B.
3. Connect terminals #86 & #87 on bolh
relays to a fuseq constant +12 volt
source.
4. Locate the wire from one of the lock!
unlock switches that shows +12 volts
when the UNLOCK swilch is pressed.
5. Connect terminal #30 on relay A to the
vehicle UNLOCK wire.
6. Locate the wire from one of the lock!
unlock switches that shows + 12 volts
when the LOCK switch is pressed.
7. Connect terminal #30 on relay B to the
vehicle LOCK wire.

1.

Type
1.

2.

3.

Diagram 11.1

113 system (Negative w/relay in vehicle - 3 wire switch)

Locate the vehicle wires that show
ground when the lock and unlock
switch is pressed (wires may show a
positive voltage at resl).
Connect the module GREEN/BLACK
wire to the vehicle unlock swi1ch wire
(dia. 11.2).
Connect the module BLUE/BLACK
wire to the vehicle lock switch wire
(dia.11.2).
Diagram 11.2

8
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Type #2 system (Positive w/o relays in vehicle - 5 wire switch)

GREBWlACK

o
S'"' '

SWITCH

Diagram 11.3
1.

Using a 12 volt test lighl or vollmeler, identify Ihe wires that show +12 volts when the
master (see note below) lock & unlock switches are pressed. Make sure that you are
probing between Ihe Iwo switches as shown in diagram 11.3.

2.
3.

CUT BOTH THE LOCK AND UNLOCK SWITCH WIRES IN HALF.
You should now be looking at four (4) wires ends. Using a test light or vollmeter find
Ihe wire end that shows +12 volts when the niasler UNLOCK switch is Pressed (see
nole below). This is Ihe vehicle UNLOCK SWITCH wire'the othe<:Qillf .(01' wire end)
of Ihat wire is the vehicle UNLOCK MOTOR wire.
4.·' Connect terminal #87a on relay A 10 the vehicle UNLOCK SWITCH wire.
5. Again, using a test light orvolt meter, find the wire end that shows +12 valls when the
master LOCK switch is pressed (see note). This. is the vehicle LOCK SWITCH wire.
The remaining wire end is the vehicle LOCK MOTOR wire.
6. Connect terminal #87a on relay B to the vehicle LOCK SWITCH wire.
7. Connect terminal #30 on relay 8 10 the vehicle LOCK MOTOR wire.
8. Connect terminal #30 on relay A to the UNLOCK MOTOR wire.
9. Connect lenminals #86 and #87 o-n bo1h relays 10 a fused constant + 12 volt source.
10. Connect terminal #85 on relay A to the module GREENIBLACK wire.
11. Connect terminal #85 on relay B to the module BLUEIBLACK.

NOTE: The master locl<funlock switch is normally located in the driver's side door.

However, on some vehicles the master switch is located in the passenger side door.
ALWAYS use the master switch when performing Ihese tests and making the door lock
connections. Refer to the wire cofor and location chart if you are unsure which switch is
the masler switch.

,
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.STEP 12: OPTION OUTPUT
The option output is programmable to operate as either a trunk release or an auxiliary
oulput (see "Trunk release or auxiliary output", page 15). A 4-Bulton transmitter is required
to use the auxiliary output functionality. Make the following conneclion that applies to the
vehicle and installation that you are working on.
Trunk release

Posltlve t!llnk release circuit
1. Locate the wire Ihat shows +12 volts when
Ihe trunk release switch is pressed,.,".
2. Wire an external relay as shown in figure
12.1.
2.1 Connect terminal #85 to the module TAN

wire.
2.2 Connect both terminals #86 & #30 to a
fused constant +12 volt source.
2..3 Connect terminal #87 to the vehicle's trunk
release wire.

Diagram 12.1

Negative trunk release circuit
1. Locate the wire Ihal show ground when the
trunk release switch is pressed (the correct
wire may shoW a positive voltage at rest).
2. Connect the module TAN wire to the
vehicle's trunk release wire as shown is
figure 12.2.

o

NOTE: When Installing an accessory trunk
release solenoid - a relay must be used as
D'
shown in diagram 12.1. Do not connect a .
lagram 12.2
trunk release solenoid directly to the module's trunk release output.
Auxiliary output connection

1.
2.

Connect the module TAN wire to the auxiliary device to be controlled. Refer to the
instructions supplied the auxiliary device for proper connection of this output.
When the programming the system operating characteristics, set option # 5 to
"Auxiliary output lunctionalily enabled (LED ON).

10
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STEP 13: FLASHtNG PARKING LIGHTS
The flashing parking light output has a maximum rating of 10A. This output is not designed
to flash headlamps. DO NOT connect this output to the vehicles headlamps. Make the
connection below that applies to the vehicle that you are working on.

Positive polarity circuits
1.

2.

Locate the vehicle parking light wire.
The correct wire wm show +12 volts
when the parking lights are on.
Connect the module ORANGE/BLACK
wire to the vehicle's parking light wire.

D

Negative polarity circuits
An external relay is required for this hookup.
1. Locate the vehicle parking light wire.

Diagram 13.1

The correct wire wm show ground when

2.
3.
4.

the parking lights are on. THiS wire may
show a positive voltage when the
parking lights are off.
Connect the module ORANGE/BLACK
wire to terminal #86 on the relay.
Connect both terminals #85 & #87 to
chassis ground.
Connect terminal #30 to the vehicle
parking light wire.

Diagram 13..2

STEP 14: STATUS INDICATOR
1.

Find a location on the dashboard to mount
the status indicator that is visible from the
outside of the vehicle. Make sure that there
is at least 1" clearance behind the selecled

2.
3.

Drill 1/4" mounting hole.
Route the status indicator wires through
tne mounting hole and press the body of
the status indicator into the mounting hole
unm it snaps in place.
Connect the status indicator BtACK wire
tolhe module GRAY wire.
Connecl the stalus indicator RED wire 10 a
!used constant +12 volt source.

mounting area.

4.

S.

o
11
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STEP 15: VALET SWITCH
The valet switch must be installed on all automatic arming systems. The automatic arming
option is enabled from the factory. If automatic arming is not desired, the automatic arming
option may be disabled during the programming steps.
1. Find a suitable mounting location underdash for the valet switch that is accessible

while sit1ing in the drivers seat.
2.
3.

4.

Drill a 1/4" mounting hole and mount the
valet switch as shown the diagram.
Connect one of the valet switch wires to
the module PINK wire.

-i@].
: 0

Connect the remaining valet switch wire to

.-

a solid chassis ground.

,,~

STEP 16: OVERRIDE/PROGRAMMING BUTTON
The override/programming button must be installed for all installations.
1. Find a suitable mounting location for the override/programming button. The selected
mounting location should be as difficult as possible for an unauthorized person to tind.
It is recommended that the override button be mounted in a different location in each
installation.
2. Drill a 9/32" mounting hole in the selecteamounting location and mount as shown in
the diagram.
3. Connect one of the override button wires
to the module BROWN wire.

4.

o

Connect the remaining overridel
programming button wire to a solid
chassis ground.

12
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SYSTEM POWER-UP
1.

Double check al\ connections, making sure they are secure and well insulated.
Tum the ignition key to the "RUN" position.
3. Replace the main power fuse on the module RED wire.
4. If not going directly to the next step, tum the ignftion off.
2.

TRANSMITTER PROGRAMMING
'The transmitters must be programmed \0 the system prior to option programming. testing
and system operation. The system has memory locations for four (4) transmiHer codes.
ALL fOUR MEMORY LOCATIONS MUST BE FILLED FOR THE SYSTEM TO OPERATE
PROPERLY. UNLESS YOU ARE PROGRAMMING MORE THAN TWO TRANSMITTERS
TO THE SYSTEM, PROGRAM EACH OF THE SUPPLIED TRANSMITTERS TWO (2)
TIMES. IN ANY SITUATION, MAKE SURE THAT FOUR (4) TRANSMmERS ARE
PROGRAMMED TO THE SYSTEM AT ALL TIMES.
1. Open the drivers door and leave- open.
2. In not already on, turn the ignition key to the "RUN" position.
3. Press and hold the programming butlon.
In 15 seconds the system will chirp the siren and cycle the door locks three (3) times.
4. Release the override/programming button.
.
The system is now in the transmitter learn mode.
5. Wait five (5) seconds.
2 BUTTON TRANSMITTERS
6. Press ARM button on the first transmitter.
The system will chirp the siren and cycle the door locks one time to indicate that this
transmitter code has been learned.
7. Repeat step 6 for transmitter #2 (programming each transmitter twice).
8. Turn the ignftion key off to exit the leam mode.
9. Close all doors to reset the system operation.
4 BUTTON TRANSMITTERS
6. Press the ARM button on the first transmftter.
The system will chirp lhe siren and cycle the door locks one time.
7. Press the TRUNK button on the first transmitter.
The system will chirp the siren snd cycle the door locks two (2) limes to indicate that
this transmitter code has been leamed. If the system only responds wllh one chirp,
the system has learned the transmiNer improperly, repeat steps 5 & 6 for that
transmitter.
8. Repeat steps 5 & 6 for transmitter 112 (programming each transmitter twice).
9. Turn the ignition key off to exit the learn mode.
10. Close all doors to reset the system operation.
13
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)PTION PROGRAMMING
lote: You can go into option programming mode without exiting the transmitter learn
~e. To do so, do not turn the ignition key off or close the doors at the end of the
arfsmitter programming section and proceed directly to step 2 below.
Enter the transmitter programming mode as indicated on page 13.
Press and release the programming button.one time.
The siren will chirp thr~e (3) times to indicate the system is in the option programming
mode.
Press the ARM button one time to select option #1.
The "siren will chirp one time.

}

3.
~

Pressing the DISARM button on a programmed transmitter toggles the selected
option's state on or off.
The status indicator (LEO) will display the state of the selected option.

,..

Pressing the ARM button on a programmed transmitter selects the next option.
The siren will emit a number of short chirps corresponding to the selected option
number.

,..

Pressing ARM and DISARM buttons at the same time will reset all "options to their
factory preset states.
The siren will chirp and the door locks will cycle one time to indicating that the options
have been reset to their factory preset programming.

_ When all options are set as desired, turn the ignition key off to exit the options
programming mode.

S.

Close all doors to reset the system operation.
Selectable options (feature description page 15)

#1 Arm/Disarm chirps
LED ON
Arm/Disarm chirps enabled"
LED OFF Arm/Disarm chirps disabled
#2 Automatic arming
LED ON
Automatic arming enabled
LED OFF Automatic arming disabled
#3 Auto Lock with ignition on
LED ON
Auto Lock with ignition on
enabled
LED OFF Auto Lock with ignition on disabled
#4 Auto Unlock with ignition off
LED ON>
Auto Unlock with ignition off
enabled
t::D OFF Auto Unlock with ignition off

r--

disabled

#5 Trunk release or Auxiliary output
LED ON

LED OFF

Auxiliary output functionality
enabled (featu re only usable with 4
button transmitters)
Trunk release functionality

0Af5tf

led
#6 Armed output or Dome light
£..."60
LED ON
Armed output enabled
(fFtLED OFF Dome light output enabled

#7

Passive lock

LED ON
LED OFF

Passive lock enabled
Passive lock disabled

#8 Long lock output
LED ON
Long lock enabled
LED OFF" Long lock disabled

Bold type indicates factory preset programming

PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES DESCRIPTIONS
ArmlDlsarm chirps
When the system is armed the siren will emit 2 short chirps to confirm arming. On disarm
the siren will emit one longer chirp to confirm the system is disarmed.

Automatic arming
The system will arm automatically after:
1. The ignftion key is shut off.
2. A door is opened then closed.
3. One minute has elapsed after the door was closed.
Auto lock with ignition on
The doors lock when the ignition is turned to the on position if all doors are closed. If a
door is open at the time when the key is turned on, the doors are not locked.
Auto unlock with ignition off
When the ignition is turned off, the ~ystem will unlock the doors.
Trunk release or auxiliary output

T rook release
When the trunk release button is pressed on the remote control transmitter, the system
will disarm and the trunk release will aclivale for .5 seconds.

AuxiliarY outpuj
"--..--'

When the trunk release button is pressed, the system wfll activate the trunk release output
for as long as the transmitter button is pressed (up to 10 seconds). The system is not
disarmed when the auxiliary output option is activated.
Armed output or dome light
Armed outout
When tm; system is armed, this outpul will provide a ground state output.
Dome light
When the system is disarmed Ihis output will provide a ground output \0 tum on Ihe dome
light. The output will stay on ior one minute or unlil the key is turned on or the system is
rearmed.
Passive lock
When the systems arms automatically, the doors will lock This iealure is disabled irom
the factory. Ii this feature is enabled, make sure that your customer fully understands the
operation of lhis leature.
Long lock output
When enabled the door lock and unlock outputs are extended to 5 seconds. The preset
locl<lunlock duration is 1/2se.cond (long lock disabled).

15
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SYSTEM TEST AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
Shock sensor sensitivity adjus1ment
Shock senSOf with Ute-touch™
1. Close all protected vehicle openings and arm system.
2. Watt aUeast 5 seconds.
3. Moving around the vehicle, using an open palm slap various body panels on the
vehicle.
~
A light to medium blow should cause the siren to emit a short ~me~touch" chirp,
~
A meoJUm to heavy impact should trip a full alarm cycle.
4. Adjust the shock sensitivity up Of down as need to achieve the desired setting.

S!andard "3·wireu shock sensor
1. Close all protected vehicle openings and arm system.

2. Waft at leasl 5 seconds.
3.
4.

Moving around the vehicle, using an open palm slap various body panels on the
vehicle. A medium to heavy impact should trip a full alarm cycle.
Adjust the shock sensITivity up or·down as need to achieve the desired setting.

System test
Prior to mounting the module and reinstalling intenor panel removed during the
installation, check all connections and test all system functions. Make sure that ali
protected openings trip a full alarm cycle, Ihe starter interrupt functions properly and that
the valet switch and emergency override button works properly. Once all system functions
have been tested and verHlad, go ahead and finish mounting Ihe system control module,

securing all wire harnesses and reinstall any Interior panels removed during the
installation. After reinstalling the interior components, retest 1he systems operation.
Maximum ratings
+7 VOC to +16 \lDC

Operating voltage
Operating lemperature

-40Cto +85C

Starter interrupt

30A (+)

Parking light output

10A(+)

Siren output

2A (-)

Anmed/Oome output
Door lock output

SOOmA (-)
400mA (-)

Door unlock output

400mA (-)

Trunk release output
Status indicator output
Negative trigger input threshold
Positive trigger inpul threshold

400mA (-)
26mA (-)
0-4 VDC
6-12VOC

NOTE:
This system is equipped.wfth an
Oulput Short Circuit Protection
feature. The OSCP feature will shut
the syslem down for 10 seconds
should any of the outputs exceed·
their rated outputs.
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